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a b s t r a c t

Faster data transmission speed and longer distances are more susceptible to errors. CRC (Cyclic Re-
dundancy Checksum) is an efficient and simple cryptic algorithm has been in use among the software
community since very long time to detect malicious changes in transmitted data. Recently hardware
engineers are also interested in using it in their forward error detection scheme with low resource
consumption overhead for their ultra high-speed data communication. To tap the full potential of CRC
algorithm in hardware level, it must be implemented in a hardware friendly manner with proper user
constraints. This paper presents a very high throughput low latency VLSI design architecture of CRC-32
with reconfigurable parameters. The high throughput is achieved by using expandable data bus line.
While, low latency is made possible by parallelizing the logic implementation. The way this problem is
approached is elegantly explained using detailed diagrams and mathematics, such that the readers find it
easy to adapt the architecture to any CRC polynomial type/size. The uniqueness of our design lies in its
ability to operate on the same clock cycle in which the code word is presented, with results produced in
immediately next clock cycle. The effects of variations in design parameters of CRC VLSI design on
performance characteristics is studied. Also, we have further extended the scope of utility of this com-
ponent by modeling test scenarios where our CRC logic core is encapsulated to suit different interface
standards and how its efficiency changes with chosen interface.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In this age of information revolution, data integrity is every-
thing. Protecting data is of primary importance. Even with most
reliable high-speed communications the data errors do exist. So, to
handle such cases often protective measures are taken by applying
some error detection and corrective measures. In this regard, CRC
remains a popular error detection algorithm among the pro-
grammer community since very long time, for its simplicity and
low resource usage. In earlier days, the data rate was low, and
correspondingly the algorithm was optimized at that data rate. To
match the modern requirement of high-speed data transmission,
the algorithm needs to be revised for minimum latency. Such low
latency is possible by more pipelining and parallelism. In our de-
sign we have chosen FPGAs, as they are an appealing alternative to
traditional CPUs, GPUs and other specialized architectures, for
throughput intensive applications. Their interconnect fabrics are
optimized for wide pipelining architecture, which gives them an

advantage for data-level parallelism. These reconfigurable boards
are easy to use for prototyping designs before final ASIC produc-
tion. This paper revisits the CRC algorithm to redesign its archi-
tecture to suit modern day requirement for high throughput low
latency computation. In this work a novel idea of reconfigurable
latency optimized high throughput CRC architecture is presented.
It has a very low latency of one clock cycle, between the data word
submitted and the result generated. The high throughput can be
controlled with the usage of expandable data bus. The entire ar-
chitecture supports run-time or compile-time reconfiguration.
Instead of presenting our work in a generic way which would be
too confusing for the readers, we have chosen popularly used CRC-
32 Ethernet standard as benchmark for elaborating our research
results. This helps readers to understands the results much easily
and then use it in a generic sense to adapt to their custom
requirement.

The paper is organized into multiple sections. Introduction
section tells the motivation behind developing such architecture. It
is then followed by literature survey, which explains why such
redesigning is required when there already exists plenty of stan-
dards. The mathematical interpretation of the design gives readers
the idea to customize the CRC-32 development according to their
required polynomial type and size. A special section is given just to
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explain the importance of latency optimized architecture and how
it can be achieved. Then the functional design of CRC unit is dis-
cussed, which assumes the internal operation as black box and
only highlights the bus signals functional roles. Section 7 is dedi-
cated to discuss how the architecture can be re-synthesized offline
or reconfigured in run-time. It is then followed by a elaborate test
results, analysis and discussion of the implemented design under
various test setups. The test setup is broadly grouped into two:
throughput study with various modes of interfacing (Section 8.1);
resource utilization study with bus width variation (Section 8.2).

2. Literature survey

High throughput design is more concerned with steady-data
rate than with its propagation latency. The pipelined based design
requires certain handshaking signals and multiple clock cycles for
doing a complete calculation. But low latency design is more
concerned with minimization of intermediate delay between input
and output. The hardware based CRC concurrent architecture
happens to be faster than the most efficient software implemented
CRC algorithm. The concurrent VLSI implementation of byte-wise
CRC generator proposed by Sait [1] requires 10 clock cycles for
transmission of 8 byte message, which is just 2 more than the time
required for it calculation. The most commonly used CRC is a 32 bit
polynomial, which can detect all errors within the span of 32
contiguous bits and all 2 bit errors less than 2048 bits apart. For
other types with varying size in error distribution is 1 in 232 bits
[2]. With the steady growth of VLSI technology, many speed-up
efforts have been made by the researchers by reducing the clock
cycles required for CRC computation, increasing the input data
vector width and increasing the clock frequency. One such pre-
diction is given by Pei [3] in 1992 that if present development
trend continues future VLSI implementation will be fast enough to
meet CRC computation speedup. The paper has also modeled
various tradeoff methods, for optimal design of circuit logic. CRC-
32 finds common application in 10 gigabit Ethernet. There the
CRC-32 generation is very time critical. In the Henriksson [4] work
in 2001, it is mentioned that a speed of 8.7 Gb/s is achieved with
clock frequency of 1.09 GHz using 8bit parallelism. Increased clock
frequency speed-up method is used in this process. But it still falls
short from 10Gbps Ethernet throughput. With the advent of re-
configurable boards like FPGA, it became attractive to explore
design that can be configured in runtime. Toal [5] in 2009 explores
programmable CRC architecture supporting 5Gb/s line rate for
variable number of input octets.

The FPGA technology has evolved tremendously since then, in
terms of size, power and speed. So, it requires a detailed revisiting
of the algorithm to meet today's challenge, such that CRC with
maximum latency optimized bus width is possible to design along
with the runtime reconfigurable feature [6]. Our paper gives an
elaborate mathematical model to produce such design. It also

discusses the suitable implementation architecture and its per-
formance studies, for helping user's to choose the implementation
options wisely.

3. Common CRC-32 standards in use

Varieties of cyclic redundancy checks have been incorporated
in technical standards. Koopman and Chakravarty recommends
that the polynomial should be chosen according to the suitability
of the application requirement and the distribution of message
length [7]. There is often a confusion among developers about
which CRC to use from the number of CRCs that already exists in
literature. Like there exist six types of CRC-32 polynomial [8]. The
polynomial chosen may not be the efficient one in terms of the
Hamming distance for the given message length. Sometimes the
difference between two protocols can be as little as pre-inversion,
post-inversion and reversed bit ordering, like CRC-32/Ethernet vs
CRC32/BZIP2. Then it requires re-configuration of the entire CRC
generator design. To address this issue, we made our design gen-
eric. Table 1 lists only some of the popular CRC standards in use
along with its parameter settings.

4. Mathematical model

Variation in protocol includes pre-inversion, post-inversion and
reversed bit ordering. Apart from those parameters, some proto-
cols demand code word obfuscation, that involves the use of a
non-trivial initial value and final XOR. For the sake of calculation
consider a cyclic code operating on a data size of n bits generating
a code word of k bits, with the size of the appended systematic
cyclic code is ( = − )r n k bits.

The generator polynomial for the cyclic code ( )n k, is
( ) = + + ⋯ +g x g g x g xr

r
0 1 (with = −r n k). Given in Table 2 the

parameter values of CRC-32 Ethernet standard as an example. For
CRC-32 Ethernet standard the generator polynomial is
0x04C11DB7 (Normal polynomial representation) or 0xEDB88320
(Reversed polynomial representation).

A ×n m Non-Systematic Generator matrix ( ) is constructed

Table 1
CRC-32 TYPES.

Name Width Polynomial Initialize Input reflection Output reflection Xorout

CRC-32/Ethernet 32 0x04C11DB7 0xFFFFFFFF TRUE TRUE 0xFFFFFFFF
CRC-32/MPEG-2 32 0x04C11DB7 0xFFFFFFFF FALSE FALSE 0x00000000
CRC-32/BZIP2 32 0x04C11DB7 0xFFFFFFFF FALSE FALSE 0xFFFFFFFF
CRC-32C 32 0x1EDC6F41 0xFFFFFFFF TRUE TRUE 0xFFFFFFFF
CRC-32D 32 0xA833982B 0xFFFFFFFF TRUE TRUE 0xFFFFFFFF
CRC-32/POSIX 32 0x04C11DB7 0x00000000 FALSE FALSE 0xFFFFFFFF
CRC-32Q 32 0x814141AB 0x00000000 FALSE FALSE 0x00000000
JAMCRC 32 0x04C11DB7 0xFFFFFFFF TRUE TRUE 0x00000000
XFER 32 0x000000AF 0x00000000 FALSE FALSE 0x00000000

Table 2
Paramater value for CRC-32 Ethernet standard.

Parameter Value

r 32
[ … ]g g gr0 1 [1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 11 0 11 0 1 1 0 1 11]

n 64
m 96
Initial value [11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111]
Input reflection True
Output reflection True
Xorout [11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111]
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